
Assignment 3 for
Real-time and Embedded Systems 2009

First contact with asynchronous transfer of Abstract – 
control methods. Depending on your background you will 
need to take your time understanding the basic structure 
and fi ner details of the provided example. Make sure you 
feel 100% comfortable with the introduced concepts before 
proceeding to the next assignment.

The background1. 
A cascade of time-out-on-action blacks is em-
ployed to implement concurrent atomic actions as 
introduced in the lecture. Start by reading through 
the provided code carefully and vary the timing pa-
rameters and raised exceptions.

The Atomic Action is invoked by calling the proce-
dure Perform in the package

Generic Atomic Action. When called, this procedure 
creates all the tasks participating in the Atomic Ac-
tion, and destroys these tasks after completion. The 
actual actions performed by the tasks are declared 
and implemented as procedures in the package 

Atomic Action, together with their cleanup proce-
dures. The cleanup procedures have to be called in 
case of a failure, to roll back to the initial state of the 
Atomic Action (refer to the defi nition).

This assignment2. 
Modify the example, so that tasks are not created 
inside the Atomic Action, but that existing tasks 
can participate. In this scenario, each of the partici-
pating tasks calls Perform with its task ID as a pa-
rameter. The ID parameter selects the correspond-
ing action for each task, which are defi ned as in the 
given example, in the array Action.

This call returns after completion of the whole 
Atomic Action (all participating tasks have com-
pleted their action part), or after the cleanup is fi n-
ished for all tasks, in case of an error. Make sure 
that all requirements for Atomic Actions are met.

Also show that your modifi ed Atomic Action can 
be repeated with the same results.
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